Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

1.
2.

1.
2.

Word
profound ®

3.
4.

adj. [of great depth] fathomless; bottomless
adj. [marked by great intellectual depth] learned; erudite;
scholarly; recondite; abstruse
adj. [deeply touched] heartfelt; intense
adj. [complete] fundamental; thoroughgoing

superficial; shallow;
flighty

progenitor

n. [an ancestor in the direct line] forefather; forebear;
primogenitor; antecedent; begetter

prohibitive ®

adj. [tending to discourage (to prevent purchase because of high
prices)] restrictive; restraining; preventing

proliferate ®

v. [to increase in numbers or to grow rapidly] multiply;
propagate; prosper; thrive

decrease in mount;
become barren

prolong

v. [to lengthen in time or space] protract; elongate; extend

truncate

prominent

1.

1.

eclipsed

2.
3.

inconspicuous
depressed; sunken

2.
3.

adj. [widely and favourably known] notable; eminent; preeminent; renowned; distinguished; leading
adj. [readily noticeable] conspicuous; striking; outstanding
adj. [sticking out] projecting; protuberant; salient;
conspicuous

descendent

Analogy: prominent : notice :: lucid : understand
promiscuous

1.
2.

adj. [having different items mixed together without sorting or
discrimination] jumbled; mixed; diverse
adj. [unrestrained in sexual behavior] wanton; licentious;
libertine; incontinent

promontory

n. [a natural elevation, esp. one that juts out into the sea]
foreland; headland

depression

promulgate

v. [to publish or make known officially] proclaim; publish;
publicize; declare

prone

1.
2.

propensity ®

n. [a natural tendency] inclination; bent; disposition; leaning;
penchant; predilection; predisposition; proclivity

aversion

propitiate ®

[to gain or regain the good will of; to make peace with] appease;
conciliate; atone for; pacify; mollify; placate; assuage;
reconcile

incense; antagonize

adj. [lying face downward] prostrate
adj. [having an inclination (to), esp. bad things] inclined;
predisposed

Analogy:
implacable : propitiate :: ineluctable : avoid
implacable : propitiated :: inalienable : surrendered
propriety ®

1.
2.

n. [correct or appropriate behaviour] decorum; decency;
correctitude; properness
n. [the quality of being suitable or proper] suitability;
aptness; fitness; accordance; consonance

prosaic

adj. [dull and unimaginative; ordinary] commonplace; mundane;
trite; pedestrian; prosy; humdrum

romantic; imaginative;
extraordinary; ingenious;
preternatural; exceptional

proscribe ®

v. [to condemn or forbid as harmful or unlawful] forbid; prohibit;
interdict; disallow; banish; outlaw

permit; sanction

protrude

v. [to stick out or bulge outward] extrude; project

provincial

adj. [limited in outlook; narrow – minded; unsophisticated]
insular; parochial
Analogy: provincial : cosmopolitan :: bigot : tolerant

cosmopolitan; ecumenical;
sophisticated

